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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Elite x3 collaboration feature enables it to merge with existing HP devices, and
concentrate on one IT Portfolio and one ecosystem?
A. Corporate apps on the go
B. Lap dock
C. Desk dock
D. Seamless OS
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization wants to upgrade its enterprise-wide desktop computer solution. The
organization currently has 500 PCs active on the network. the Chief Information Security Officer
(CISO) suggests that the organization employ desktop imaging technology for such a large
scale upgrade. Which of the following is a security benefit of implementing an imaging
solution?
A. it provides a consistent baseline
B. it allows for faster deployment
C. It decreases the boot time
D. It reduces the number of vulnerabilities
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. prtdiag | grep -i memory
B. vmstat
C. sysdef | grep -i memory
D. prtconf | grep -i memory
E. uname -a
Answer: D

Explanation:
The prtconf command prints the system configuration information. The output includes the
total amount of memory, and the configuration of system peripherals formatted as a device
tree.
If a device path is specified on the command line for those command options that can take a
device path, prtconf will only display information for that device node.
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